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ABSTRACT
In Part I, we described an efficient and robust algorithm for computing a common refinement of two surface meshes. In this paper, we present a theoretical verification ofthe
robustness of our algorithm by showing the topological preservation of the intersection
principle, which we used to resolve topological inconsistencies caused by numerical errors.
To enhance robustness in practice for complex geometries, we further propose techniques
to detect and match geometric features, such as ridges, corners, and nonmatching boundaries. We report experimental results using our enhanced overlay algorithm with feature
matching for complex geometries from real-world applications.
Keywords: Computational geometry; mesh overlay; common refinement; robustness;
topology preservation; feature detection; matching.

1. Introduction
In Part I, we described an efficient and robust algorithm for constructing a common
refinement of two surface meshes by overlaying them on top of each other. In this
paper, we present some results on two related issues, namely, topology preservation
and feature matching. These issues are important for the robustness of our overlay
algorithm, and at the same time are also of interest in their own right and warrant
separate attention. These results justify in theory and enhance in practice the robustness of our algorithm. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our enhanced
algorithm experimentally for complex geometries from real-world applications.
To achieve robustness, our overlay algorithm employs a set of techniques, among
which the intersection principle is a key technique to resolve potential inconsistencies caused by numerical errors and perturbations. This principle clusters a set of
subvertices in the overlay (i.e., edge intersections) into a single subvertex, whose
parent in each input mesh is the intersection of the parents of the original subvertices. In this paper, we establish the theoretical foundation for this principle. Part
403
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of our results follow the previous work of Dey et al.,^ who analyzed the condition
(the link condition) for topological preservation of edge contraction on simphcial
surfaces. We extend their results to non-simplicial manifold surfaces composed of
polygons with more than three edges, and in turn use this result to show that the
intersection principle produces topologically consistent overlays.
Many surface models used in practice contain ridges, corners, and boundaries.
These special features are also problematic for the robustness of mesh overlay.
First, point projection may not be homeomorphic near these features, unless the
input meshes are unrealistically close to each other. Second, the projection direction may change rapidly and be far from orthogonal near these features, causing the
equations for projection to be ill-conditioned. By employing the intersection principle, our algorithm can often overcome these difficulties and produce valid overlays,
whose quality can be poor, however, and can lead to large errors in data transfer,
a key application of common refinement. For greater generality and accuracy, we
detect these features in the input meshes and then match them with each other by
solving lower-dimensional overlay problems. We refer to this process as feature detection and matching. We propose a characterization of features in surface meshes
and present an efficient and reliable method for identifying such features. With
features detected, we then use one-sided surface normals along the features when
defining the projection direction to avoid ill-conditioned projections. Besides mesh
overlay, feature detection also has applications in other meshing problems such as
mesh enrichment^ and extracting CAD models from surface or volume meshes.^ Another related problem of feature detection is to decompose a surface into primitive
shapes,'* which typically takes quite different approaches from ours.
The remainder ofthe paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the topology
preservation of the intersection principle. Section 3 treats special geometric features such as ridges, corners, and nonmatching boundaries. Section 4 shows some
experimental results obtained using our overlay algorithm augmented with feature
matching. Section 5 contains a concluding discussion. The majority of this paper,
except for portions of Sections 2.2, 3.3, and 4, can be read independently of Part I.

2. Topology Preservation
.\n operation is topology preserving if there is a homeomorphism between the mesh
surfaces before and after the operation. Our overlay algorithm uses the intersection
principle to resolve potential inconsistencies caused by numerical errors. In this
section, we show that the operation invoked by this principle is topology preserving
by simulating its effect with a sequence of topology-preserving edge contractions. To
provide a foundation for this construction, we must first understand the conditions
for edge coutraction to preserve topology on a polygonal mesh, in which each facet
is a polygon with three or more edges.
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2.1. Link condition for polygonal meshes
Edge contraction is the simplest form of vertex clustering that merges two neighbor
vertices.^ As we will see shortly, whether edge contraction preserves the topology
type of a polygonal mesh depends on a relationship between the links of the cells
involved. The link of a cell a (where a cell refers to a vertex, an edge, or a facet) in
a mesh, denoted by Lktr, consists of the cells that are disjoint from cr but contained
in a containing cell of cr. Likewise, the star of cr, denoted by St cr, consists of the
cells that contain a, and the closure ofCT,denoted byCT,consists of the cells that
are contained in a. The star of a set of cells S is St 5 = Ucfgs Stcr, and its closure
is 5 = UffGS ^•

Given a mesh M, let Bd M denote its boundary. Following the approach of Dey
et al.,^ to reduce the number of cases in the analysis, we add a dummy vertex u
and add a cell UJ • a (the simplex formed by uj and the vertices of IT) for every
cell (J G BdA/, which leads to a new complex Af^ = M U {oj •CT) cr 6 B d M } .
Every point in M'^ except cj now has a neighborhood homeomorphic to a plane.
Let Lk*)!^ a or Lk'^ a denote the link of a cell a in M^, and similarly let S t ^CTor
Sf^ a denote the star of a in M^. For a simphcial complex, the contraction of edge
UV preserves topology if and only if the condition Lk"' uflLk"^ v = Lk'^ uv, known as
the link condition,^'^ is satisfied. Let RI uu be a shorthand for Lk u n Lk i; — Lk uv.
Because Lkuv C Lku 0 Lkf, we can rewrite the link condition as Rl^uu = 0,
which is sometimes more convenient to use. Following Part I, we assume a surface
is a 2 manifold with boundary (i.e., the local neighborhood of every point on the
surface is homeomorphic to a plane or half-plane), and a mesh is a pure complex
(i.e., two cells must be either disjoint or intersect at a vertex or along an edge). The
link condition is also applicable to polygonal meshes that contain facets with more
than three edges.
Lemma 1. Link Condition. Contracting an edge uv in a polygonal mesh preserves topology if and only if Lk'^ u (1 Lk"^ v = Lk"' uv, or equivalently, KX^ uv = 0.
Proof. To show that RI"' uu = 0 is a necessary condition for topology preservation, assume Rl"' uv ^ 0 and let i be a vertex in Rl'^ uv. LetCTbe a facet containing
u and t and r be a facet containing t and v. If both ut and vt are not edges in W^,
as illustrated in Figure 1, then cr and r intersect at two disjoint vertices u and t
after contracting uv, violating the requirement of pure complex. If both ut and vt
are edges, then there is a facet <^ ^ CT in A/'*' that contains ut. SinceCT,T, and ^p
all contain t and either u or v, after contracting uv, they share a common edge ut,
which changed the topology type at ut.
To show that RI'*' uu = 0 is a sufficient condition, we apply the results of Dey et
al. by introducing an intermediate triangulation of M. Specifically, we triangulate
StuiJ by connecting u with the vertices in Lku and connecting u with the vertices
in Lku - Lkuu, as illustrated in Figure 2, and triangulate the other polygons in
M arbitrarily. Let K denote this triangulation of M, and K'^ denote the mesh
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K U (Af^ - M), which is homeomorphic to M'^. By construction, Lk^r u = Lkjn u,
V C Lkw V, and Lkx uv = Lkft- u n Lk^: u 0 LkA/ uv. Therefore, Rl/c uv =
u n L k ^ u-Lkjv/ uu C R1A/UV. Furthermore, because Rl'*'uv = Rlui;U(Rl'*' uvD
St"' w) and Rl'J^ uv n St'J[^ u; = Hl^ uv H S t ^ cj, therefore Rl*^ uv C R l ^ uv.
Contracting edge uu in K leads to a simplicial complex K', which is homeomorphic to K if Rl'j;^ uv = </i. Removing the edges m K - M from K' results in a
polygonal mesh M', which is homeomorphic to K'. Because the contraction affects
only the triangles in St/i- uv, it is obvious that contracting uv in M produces the
same mesh M'. By transitivity of homeomorphism, M' is homeomorphic to M. D
In situations involving a series of edge contractions, it is also important to
understand under what conditions the link condition for an edge can be preserved
after another edge is contracted, as noted in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Transitivity of Link Condition. Given that RY^uv = Rl^fP^ = 0
for edges uv andpq in a polygonal mesh M, let L he the mesh after contracting uv.
(a) If {u, v} n {p, q} = 0, then
(b) If p = u and qv is not an edge, then Rl^ pq = Lk'Jj^ q 0
v - St'J^ pq.
(c) If p — u and qv is an edge, then Rl^ pq ~
qv — S t ^ pq.
Figure 3 demonstrates these cases with some simple configurations. In each
subfigure, if p is the white vertex in the middle, then the example falls into Case

Fig. 1. Requirement of pure complex is violated after contracting edge uu.

Fig. 2, Dashed lines triangulate polygons to apply link condition for simpiicial meshes.
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(a), and the link condition is preserved for pq after contracting uv. In subfigure (a)
or (b), if p = u, then the example falls into Case (b), and Bl'^pq is the vertex at the
right end; if p = u were the white vertex, then Rl^P^ would have been empty in
subfigure (a) but contained the dummy vertex u for subfigure (b). In subfigure (c),
if p = u, then RJ^pg is the vertex at the right end. With the intuitions obtained
from these examples, we now move on to prove the lemma.

Fig. 3. Illustration of different cases of preservation of link condition.

Proof, (a) If neither p nor q is in St%f uv, the links of p, q, and pq remain the
same after contracting uv. If p and q are both in St*^ uv, then Lk^ = Lkf^ - {uv}
for p, q, and pq, and therefore, Rl^ pq = K\%f pq = fll. Finally, if p is in Sf^^/ uv but
q is not, then the links of q and pq remain the same, and Lk^p = Lk'J^p — {uu},
which does not change RJ"' pq because uv ^ Lk'J^ q.
(b) It is trivial that Lk*^ vflLk^i^ q~St%j pq C Rl*^ pq. On the other hand, if there
is a vertex or an edgeCTin Rl^ pq, becauseCT^ St/I pq and St'^ pq — St'J^ pq — {uv},
thereforeCT^ St%jpq. Since Rl^pg C (Lk'j^^ pULk;;^, v)nLk;;^ q and Lk;;;^ pnLk;;;;^ q C
, therefore,CT€ Lk'j;^ q D Lk^ v.
(c) The proof resembles that of (b). We show only that Rl^pg C B.\%f qv St'J^ pq = Lk'J^ u n L k ^ q — St%f qv — St'j;^ pq. If there is a cellCTin Rl^ pq, because
a i St^ pq and St^ pg = St";^ pq U S t ^ qv - S t ^ uu, thereforeCT^ S t ^ pq LJ S t ^ qv.
Furthermore, as in (b),CT€ Lk"^ v n Lk'J[^ q.
D

2.2. Iniersection principle
We analyze the intersection principle performed on the overlay of two meshes by
utilizing the link conditions. Let one of the input meshes, denoted by B, be colored
blue, and the other, denoted by G, be green, and let R denote the overlay, a minimal
common refinement of B and G. We refer to the vertices, edges, and facets in R
as subvertices, subedges, and subfacets, and denote the blue or green parent of a
cell r e R (i.e., the lowest dimensional cell in B or G that contains r) by Br or
G r, respectively. Let R^ be the mesh obtained by adding the dummy vertex u
and a cell w •CTfor every cell a e BdR. Let UJ • BdR =
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R" = RUuj-BdR. Because R is the overlay of B and G, and LJ Bd /I is the overlay
of cj • Bd 5 and a; • Bd G, mesh R'^ is the overlay of B'^ and G'".
Lemma 3. Subedge. Let uv be a subedge in the overlay of B and G whose blue
parent is that of v. Given that G u D G v ^ 0, there is a subvertex t G Rl^ uv if and
only if all of the following are true:
(a) G u and G v are two distinct edges;
(b) g = G u n G V is a vertex whose corresponding blue parent is a facet;
(c) gt, gu, and gv are subedges in R.
Figure 4 shows a sample configuration where all the conditions in the above
lemma hold. It is trivial that there is a ( G Rl^ uv if all three conditions hold, so
we will prove only the opposite direction.
Proof, (a) LetCTbe a blue facet containing t and u. Then cr must also contain
u because Bu € Bv. Because Bu is an edge, Gv cannot be a facet. Suppose Gu
and Gv are not two distinct edges, and then either Gu contains Gv or vice versa.
Applying the same argument as for B, there is a green facet r that contains t, u
and V. Then CTHT is a subcell in R that contains t and uv, contradicting t G Rl'^uv.
(b) Because G u and G v intersect each other but do not overlap, G u D G v is
a vertex. Since t G Rl^uv, there are two distinct green facets containing t • Gu
and t Gv, respectively, and they intersect along a green edge that contains ( and
g = G u n G u. The blue facetCTmust intersect each incident facet of g at a subfacet,
which implies thatCTcontains g in its interior.
(c) This assertion follows because a contains the subvertices t, u, and u, whose
host green edges intersectsCTat the subedges gt, gu, and gv, respectively.
O
We refer to a set of subvertices in R that are clustered into a single subvertex
by the intersection principle as a subvertex sect. Let 5 be a subvertex sect in R.
Then \S\ > 1, and neither f l s e s ^ * ^^^ H s e s ^ ' ^ '^ empty. If we cluster S into
a subvertex v with Bu = D s e ^ ^ ^ ^^^ Gu = f i s e s ^ ^ ' then by definition the
topological consistency rules in Part I (in particular, the Host Candidate Lemma

Fig. 4. Sample configuration for Subedge
Lemma where all conditions hold.

Fig, 5. Example where ri and r4 cannot be
contained in same subvertex sect.
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and conformality of homeomorphism) must be satisfied in the neighborhood of v.
A sect cannot include arbitrary pairs of subvertices, even if their blue and green
parents have nonempty intersections. Figure 5 shows an example where {ri,r4}
cannot be included in the same sect 5, because if {r2, r3}n5 / 0, then flses G a = 0,
and if {r2,r3}n5 = 0, then one ofthe consistency rules would be violated (see part
(c) of the following lemma). We now summarize some properties of the subvertices
within a sect.
Lemma 4. Clustering. Let S be a subvertex sect in the overlay of B and G. Let
b = flaes B s and 5 = fljg^ Gs. If b^ f^ and g ^^iji, then
(a) neither b nor g is a facet, and either of them is a vertex;
(b) S consists of subvertices in St^ b n Stc g;
(c) S intersects a blue or green edge at consecutive subvertices.
Proof, (a) The green parents of two distinct subvertices in S must not be the
same green facet, because otherwise their blue parents would have been two disjoint
blue vertices, and b would have been 0. The same holds for blue parents. To show
that either 6 or g is a vertex, suppose both of them are edges. Then b and g are the
parents of all subvertices in S, which contradicts the condition that the interiors of
a blue and a green edge can intersect at only one subvertex.
(b) According to the Host Candidate Lemma, 5 must contain all the subvertices
in Ste b D Stc g. To show that S contains only the subvertices in St^ b H Stc g-, note
that every subvertex in 5 is in Sts 6 fl Stcff,because otherwise either & or g would
have been 0. If both 6 ctnd g are vertices, then Sts h = Ste b and Stc 5 = Stc g,
and we cire done. If 6 is a vertex, p is an edge, and there is an s € S contained
in Stc 5 - Stc 5, then gr\Gs would be a proper subset of g, which contradicts
(c) Let ri, ..., r^, Tm+i be the subvertices in 5 that are sorted in a blue edge
incident on b, and let gi denote G^. According to the Host Candidate Lemma,
gk G n|it-(|=i ^^9i - U|fc-/|>i Stp(. Suppose {Ti,rj] C 5 and {ri+i,rj_i} 0 5 = 0,
where i + 1 < j . After clustering S, this consistency condition is violated for n+i
if the new subvertex v is not placed immediately before ri^-i on the blue edge, or
is violated for rj_i if v is not immediately after TJ-\.
D
Lemma 5. Subdivision Preservation. Given a subvertex sect S in the overlay,
there is a sequence of\S\ — l edge contractions between subvertices in S that preserve
topology for the subdivision of every facet of an input mesh.
Proof. We prove for the blue mesh only. Let b denote flses ^ s and g denote
rises *^'^- ^^^ ^''^^ ^^ ^^^ mesh after contracting k subedges, and R^°^ = R. Let
Lk*''' be a shorthand for Lk^^ffc,; similarly for St*''' and Rl'*^'. There are three
different cases to consider.
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Fig. 6. Contracting subedges incident on green (shaded) vertex g preserves topology for subdivision
of eacb blue facet. Arrows labeled with numbers indicate sequence of contractions.

Case 1: b is an edge and g is a vertex. Based on the Clustering Lemma (b),
S consists of the subvertex at g and the intersections of 6 with the green edges
incident on g, and the blue parent of the subvertex at g must be a facet. Let E
consist of every subedge that is bounded by g and another subvertex in 5, and then
\E\ = |5| — 1. We contract the subedges in E in the order they intersect 6. Figure 6
shows an example of this case.
From the Subedge Lemma, every subedge in E satisfies the link condition. Let
E^** consist of the remaining subedges in E after k contractions. At the ith contraction with i > 1, suppose we contract subedge gp G £^*~^' that satisfies the link
condition. Let Z)^*~^* denote the subcomplex of ij('~^' that subdivides a blue host
facet of gp. Because gp intersects the boundary of Dt*"^) at either p (for i = 1)
or along gp (for i > 1), the link condition is also satisfied on gp with respect to
Z?**~^', i.e., RlJ(i.-i) gp = 0. As the contraction of pp affects only its host facets, it
preserves topology for the subdivision of every blue facet. To show the link condition is preserved for subedges in £''* = £i»-i) _ j^p} with respect to i?^'\ let gq
be another subedge in E*'~^^ If pg is not a subedge, then according to Transitivity
Lemma (b), Tir^' gq = 0. If pq- is a subedge, then Rl*'~''p7 must be included in
St*'~^' gq. From IVansitivity Lemma (c), RI*'' gq = 0.
Case 2: 6 is a vertex and g is an edge. This is the dual of Case 1, and we
contract the edges in the same way as in Case 1 but exchange blue and green. The
contractions preserve topology for the subdivision of each blue facet containing 6,
because Rr'~ ' = 0 for the subedges, and every edge contraction is performed on
the boundary of the subdivision.
Case 3: Both b and g are vertices. Let S~ denote the subset of S that excludes
3 if p is not in a blue edge. According to the Clustering Lemma (b), the blue
parent of each subvertex in S~ is a vertex or an edge in Sts b. Let E be the set
of subedges that are bounded by the subvertices in S~, whose link in R does not
contain g ii g ^ S^, and of which b is the blue parent, i.e., E = {pq\{p,q} Q
5 " A(S-5~)nLk'°*pg = 0ABpg = 6}. We cluster 5 in two steps: First, contract
the subedges in E in arbitrary order; second, if S — 5~ ^ ^, contract the remaining
subedges as in Case 1. Figure 7 shows an example of this case.
From the Subedge Lemma, all subedges in E satisfy the link condition. In the
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Fig. 7. Two steps in clustering subvertex sect by edge contractions, wbere b is blue (darker) vertex
and g is green (shaded) vertex.

first step, assume the ith contraction is on subedge uv that satisfies the link condition. Because uv is on the boundary of the subdivision of its blue host facet, the
topology is preserved for the subdivision of each blue facet. Let pg be a subedge in
£;{»+!), If the subedge pq^ is next touv on a blue edge in i?*'~^' with u = p, it is easy
to show by induction that Lk''"^* q n Lk^*""^' v C St*'"^'pg, and then Rl'*'pg = 0
from Transitivity Lemma (b). If pg and uv intersect at & = p = u, and if gv is not an
edge, then Lk^'"^' q n Lk'*~^' v must be included in St'*~^' 6, and then RJ*'* pg = 0
from Transitivity Lemma (b); if gv is an edge, then Rl''~^'qv must be included
in St'*'^^ 6, and Rl'*'pg = 0 from IVansitivity Lemma (c). After the first step, if
g ^ S — S~, the link condition is preserved for subedges in the star of g according
to TVaiisitivity Lemma (a) and (b), and the argument for Case (1) then applies for
the remaining subedges.
D
In the preceding analysis, we assumed that a subvertex sect is known when
studying the properties. The result, however, is applicable even if the sect is obtained implicitly by invoking the intersection principle multiple times. We now
present the main theorem and prove it using the preceding lemmas.
Theorem 1. Intersection Principle. Glustering a subvertex sect S in the overlay
of B and G into a single subvertex with blue parent f]g^gBs and green parent
ria£5 G s generates a new mesh that is also an overlay of B and G.
Proof. Let R' denote the mesh after clustering 5 into a subvertex v, which
replaces St/j 5 in /? by v Bd St^ 5. Regardless of what order of contractions we take,
a sequence of n — |5| — 1 edge contractions between subvertices in S always converts
R into R'. According to the Subdivision Preservation Lemma, R' is a refinement of
B and of G, and therefore is their common refinement. As the contractions preserve
topology for the subdivision of each input blue or green facet, the subcells in R'
inherit the blue and green parents from R. By definition, no two subcells in R share
the same blue and green parents, which also holds for R' owing to the inheritance.
Therefore, R' is a minimal common refinement, or overlay, of B and G.
D
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3. Feature Detection and Matching
Many surface models used in practice contain distinguished geometric features,
such as ridges, corners, and boundaries. These features must be overlaid on top
of each other to achieve high accuracy and reliability for mesh overlay and its
applications. Information about such features may sometimes be embedded in a
mesh data structure, but frequently it is unavailable and must be detected from the
mesh. In this section, we present a classification of features and some techniques to
detect and match such features.

3.1.

Characterization

We start by considering features in analytic surfaces that are difFerentiable except along some curves or at some discrete points. In such a surface, features £ire
composed of feature points that violate continuity or smoothness properties. We
consider discontinuities only in normal directions (i.e., first derivatives). By definition, normal directions are discontinuous at the boundary of a surface, and hence
boundary points are feature points. Some feature points may compose a connected
smooth curve on the surface, which we refer to as a feature curve. One-dimensional
features, or 1-features, of a surface are nonextensible smooth feature curves that do
not intersect each other in their interiors. A zero-dimensional feature, or 0-feature,
is a feature point that is not contained in the interior of any 1-feature. Informally,
we sometimes refer to 1-features as ridges and 0-features as comers.
In our definition, a 1-feature is a one-manifold with boundary and is required
to be nonextensible (meaning two 1-features cannot be merged without violating
smoothness or absence of intersections). Furthermore, two 1-features cannot intersect each other except at 0-features. A 1-feature can be a closed point set, either a
loop or a link ending at 0-features, as illustrated in Figure 8. A 1-feature can also
be open-ended, as in Figure 9. In open-ended 1-features, the discrepancy between
tangents from either side may vanish gradually. To classify 0-features, we define the
rank of a 0-feature to be the maximum number of its incident feature curves that
do not overlap each other. For completeness, we define an open-end of a 1-feature
to be a special 0-feature whose rank is - 1 . In general, the smaller the rank of a
0-feature, the harder the feature is to identify.
In a discrete surface, every edge looks like a ridge and every vertex looks like a
corner. However, only a subset of edges and vertices correspond to actual features of
the underlying surface. We refer to the edges in the 1-features as feature edges and
the vertices at 0-features as feature vertices. Feature detection identifies these feature
cells and connects the feature edges to reconstruct feature curves. To achieve this
goal, we must identify the strong cells that are likely to be features. We characterize
strongness using numerical approximations to the curvature of a surface and its
prospective feature curves.
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3.2. Griteria for feature detection
A commonly used criterion for strong edges involves what we refer to as the face
angle (or dihedral angle), which roughly approximates the principle curvature ofthe
surface at an edge. Let ni and 712 be the (outward) unit normals of the incident
facets of an edge e. The face tingle at e, denoted by Ze, is the angle between ni
and 712, (ie., Ze = arccos(ni • 712)) or IT at boundary edges. Given 0 G (0,7r), we
say that e is 9-strong in face angle if Ze > d. Some traditional methods identify
feature edges purely based on ^-strongness^-'^ or some variation.^ We introduce
a notion of relative ^-strongness (or r-^-strongness) in the context of prospective
feature curves to indicate whether two edges are likely to compose a feature curve.
Let Z(e,3) denote the turning angle between e and g defined as the angle between
their tangential directions as depicted in Figure 11 (left). Observe that if c U p
forms a feature curve, then Ze and Zp must be relatively large, and Z(e,f/), which
approximates the curvature of eU 5, must be relatively small. This motivates us to
define a weighted face angle with respect to e at ^ to be w{g,e) =• |cos Z(e,g)|Z5.
We say that g is r-9-strong w.r.t. e for some r > 1 and 9 € [0, TT], if Zg is no less
than Z{g,e), and w{g,e) is at least 9 and is r times as great as the weighted face
angles w.r.t. e at other edges incident on n{g, e). Intuitively, r-0-strongness requires
the principle curvature at g to be no less than the curvature of p U e, and w{e,g)
to be a strong loccil maximum.
The notion of r-0-strongness is more adaptive and less sensitive to noise than 0strongness. However, it is also more expensive to compute. To address performance
issues, we use a hybrid technique that combines the advantages of the two. Specifically, for each angle criterion, we introduce three thresholds, 6^, r, and 61, which
correspond to the upper-bound of weakness, "signal/noise ratio", and lower-bound
of strongness. An edge g is url-strong w.r.t. e if g is ^u-strong or r-^/-strong. Using
the ur/-notion, we define connections among the strong edges of a mesh. Specifically, an edge e is url-connected to g \{ g is ur/-strongest w.r.t. e among edges
incident on gde. A curve 7 is url-strong if it contains an edge e that is ^u-strong
and there is a ur/-connected path from e to every other edge in 7. If 9i is no greater

Fig. 8. Sample closed 1-features:
(dashed) and links (solid).

loop

Fig. 9. Sample
(dashed).

open-ended

1-feature
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Fig. 10. Face angle.

Fig. 11. Turning angle and angle defect.

than the minimum face angle at all feature edges, and ^u is no greater than the
minimax face angle of every 1-feature, then every feature curve is very likely to be
ur/-strong for some r greater than 1 if the mesh has only moderate noise.
For strong vertices, an obvious criterion is to check their ranks, i.e., the numbers
of their incident feature edges. For rank-2 vertices, the feature turning angle, defined
as the angle between two incident feature edges of a vertex, is sometimes used.^
The turning angle at a vertex in a strong curve 7 is the angle between its two
incident edges in 7; the turning angle at end vertices of 7 is defined to be TT. A
vertex is said to be 9-strong in feature turning angle if its value is greater than
9. A vertex is r-6-strong in 7 if its turning angle is no less than 9 and is r times
as great as the turning angles of its neighbor vertices in 7. A vertex is url-strong
if it is ^u-strong and r-9i-strong for some given 9^, r, and ^/. A vertex can also
be strong independent of strong curves. For this reason, we need another criterion,
angle defect (aka simplicial curvature).^ Let Z.{v,a) denote the angle between the
incident edges of v in cr. The angle defect at v, denoted by d{v), is the difference
between 27r (or TT if u is a boundary vertex) and the sum of the angles at v in its
incident facets, i.e., d{v) = bir ~ Ylv^er ^i'^i'^)^ where 6 is 1 for boundary vertices
and 2 otherwise. This is illustrated in Figure ll(right). Vertex v is r'9-strong in
angle defect if \d{v)\ is no less than 9 and is r times as great as those at its neighbor
vertices.
To eliminate false strongness due to noise in a surface mesh, we also define
two filtration rules for feature curves: A short-falseness rule removes false strong
curves that are links containing a small number of edges and both of whose end
vertices are not strong in angle defect. A long-falseness rule eliminates those whose
vertices are adjacent to a stronger feature and whose end vertices are not strong in
angle defect. Figure 12 shows the features of one half of the Falcon aircraft and its
40°-strong edges. These features are detected correctly using our criteria but could
not be extracted by traditional methods using the face-angle criterion alone. More
details about our feature detection schemes can be found in another paper.^

3.3. Feature matching
After detecting the ridges and corners in the input meshes, we match them as
follows. We start by comparing the distance (in infinity norm) between 0-features
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Fig. 12, Features (top) and 40°-strong edges of Falcon aircraft and enlarged nacelle.

of the two meshes, and two 0-features are matched if their distance is smaller than
a small fraction of the minimum edge length. If there is no match for a strong
vertex, the matching algorithm treats it as false strong and updates the strong
curves accordingly. Efficiency is achieved using a three-dimensional kd-tree data
structure.^ Then the algorithm locates a pair of close strong curves 7 and r, and
overlays them by walking along the two synchronously and projecting their vertices
onto each other. We construct the projection between 7 and r using planes nearly
orthogonal to them as follows.
The hinormal of a curve contained in a surface is the cross product of the surface
normal with the tangent of the curve. To be consistent with point projection for
surfaces, we use the normal and binormal of the 1-feature in the green mesh to
define the projection for curves. Let g = g^ -)- 7(3^ - g^) be a green edge, and
let the normals at its two vertices be no and Ui, and the binormals be IQ and li,
respectively. The projection from a blue vertex p to p is the solution of the nonlinear
system
P = ffo + 7(ffi - 9Q) + a(no + 7 ( " i - no)) + /3(/o + 7('i - 'o))-

(1)

Let q be a green vertex whose normal is n and binormal is /. Its projection onto a
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blue edge with parameterization bo + 7(61 — 60) is then the solution to
q = 60 + 7(bi - bo) +an+ 01,

(2)

which is a hnear system of three equations with three unknowns. Note that onesided normals and binormals must be used near 0-features to avoid ill-conditioning
of the equations.
To integrate feature matching into the overlay algorithm, we overlay the surface
meshes as described in Part I but skip the edges and vertices in the features because
their parents have already been identified. When defining projection directions, we
allow each vertex in a feature to have a different value for each of its incident
edges: For an edge incident on a 0-feature, we use the average facet normal of the
edge; for an edge incident on a 1-feature, we use the average facet normal of the
facets on the same side of the 1-feature. To avoid projecting points onto the wrong
side near the features, we also compare the normal directions in B and in G for
two corresponding points returned by a primitive. In the algorithm, the parents of
the vertices in a 1-feature may be perturbed by the intersection principle, but the
perturbed parents will remain in the 1-feature, so the features are kept overlaid.
4. Experimental Results of Mesh Overlay
We have implemented the overlay algorithm with feature matching in a software
package called Rocface. We have tested the implementation on tens of models,
including simple artificial ones for debugging as well as complex real-world ones
from rocket simulations. In our experience, we have found that our algorithm works
well for reasonably fine meshes of smooth surfaces of any kind and for meshes
generated from CAD models with well-defined features. For meshes with ill-defined
features, such as those obtained from scanned images, the algorithm has a lower
success rate. We report experimental results with four representative test cases
from mathematical or CAD models, whose geometries are illustrated in Figures 12
and 13, in which the curves on the surfaces show their 1-features detected by our
algorithm. The Cuboctahedron was obtained from a skin surface model, which is
smooth but has large curvatures; the others were used in our numerical simulations,
among which the Titan models the burning surfaces of the Titan SRMU booster
rocket. The input meshes are all triangular, except that the green mesh in Ridge
and the blue mesh in Titan are quadrilateral. Note that it is generally favorable for
robustness to use the finer mesh as green, because projection directions would vary
more smoothly. To make our tests more rigorous, we intentionally use the coarser
mesh as green in these tests.
To choose parameters for our algorithm, we observed that a convergence tolerance of 10^^ behaves reliably for Newton's method used in point projection.
Since point projection is typically better conditioned than edge intersection, as a
rule of thumb, we evenly subdivide the remaining accuracy and use 10~® for the
perturbation tolerance in point projection and lO"'* in edge intersection, and use
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(a) Ridge.

(b) Cuboctahedron.
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(c) Titan.

Fig. 13. Geometries of test cases Ridge, Cuboctahedron, and Titan. Curves on surfaces are their
1-features.

1/ sin 10 ^ w 10^ for the condition-number threshold for nearly parallel edges. For
feature detection, a good set of parameters from our experience is 9^ a 40°, r ss 4,
and 9i ss 5° for the face angle measure, 9^ ^ 80°, r ss 3, and 9i s; 20° for angle
defect, and 9u w 80°, r a; 2, and 9i ^ 15° for turning angle, and 6 for the threshold
in the short-falseness filtration rule. For each specific test case, a large range of
tolerances would work, but the above set of parameters has enabled us to detect
features and overlay the meshes successfully in cill of our test cases.
Table 1 lists the statistics of the cases and best timing results we obtained from
five consecutive runs of each case, performed on a PC with a 2GHz Pentium 4
processor and lGB of memory, running Linux 2.4 with g++ 3.2 compiler. The
execution time increases roughly linearly as the sizes of the problems increase, with
a rate of approximately 30K subvertices per second.
Table 2 lists the numbers of occurrences of degeneracies and inconsistencies in
these tests. In the table, VVC stands for vertex-vertex coincidence, VEC for vertexedge, and PARA for parallel edges. For single-subvertex inconsistencies. Case (a)
corresponds to a conflict between point projection and edge intersection, Case (b)
corresponds to a blue edge intersecting with two adjacent green edges in their interiors, and Case (c) corresponds to a blue edge falling into a gap between two
adjacent green edges (see Figure 9 of Part I). The three consistency rules are the
Host Candidate Lemma, consistency between numerical and topology ordering, and
conformality of homeomorphism, respectively. Nonzero entries in Table 2 indicate
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that the complications we analyzed in both Part I and Part II all occur in practice,
and our proposed remedies are effective in resolving them. Among the degeneracies,
nearly parallel edges, whose treatment is the most subtle, occurs most frequently
in practice. This is consistent with frequent occurrences of Case (b) of inconsistencies during the location of a subvertex. On the other hand. Case (c) hardly occurs,
because the meshes are well-shaped and hence edge intersections between a blue
edge and two adjacent green edges are rarely unreliable simultaneously. This fact
supports experimentally the rationale of our treatments for nearly parallel edges in
edge intersection. As for the consistency rules, violations of Rules 1 and 3 occur
much more often than those of Rule 2, because the perturbation schemes can increase the possibilities of Rule 1 and 3 but tend to decrease the possibilities of Rule
2. Finally, we note that in our tests, violations of consistency rules occurred only
during locating subvertices, the first step of our algorithm, because our tolerances
were large enough to resolve all ambiguities during this step. This suggests that
we can omit the treatment of inconsistencies in later steps and still have a robust
implementation in practice.
5. Summary
In this paper, we analyzed the topology preservation of the intersection principle, the basic topological operation that we use to resolve potential inconsistencies
caused by numerical errors or perturbations in overlaying surface meshes. We ex-

Table 1. Statistics and performance results of test cases. Time is in seconds.

Ridge
Cuboct
Falcon
Titan

green mesh

blue mesh
verts.
faces

verts.

faces

1-D

0-D

verts.

3505
6616
18831
162000

1600
4321
2289
50827

1536
8690
4431

3
0
28
129

0
0
18
80

13747
46921
58916
565856

6679
13280
37165
161640

100976

features

overlay
faces
16903
58791
79558
617261

time
0.49
1.45
2.00
17.6

Table 2. Degeneracies and inconsistencies detected and resolved by our algorithm.

projection
VVC VEC
Ridge
Cuboct
Falcon
Titan

4
8
62
761

14
21
126
1049

VVC
14
805
5

26

intersection
VEC PARA
64

131

107
232
3610

9508
7926
18942

subvertex

cons. rules
1
2 3

a

b

c

0
2
0
21

20
278
45
930

2

4

0
0
7

33
48
392

0
2
0
0

3
4
2
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tended the link condition for topological preservation to nonsimplicial surfaces and
analyzed the transitivity of the link condition in a series of edge contractions. We
also presented a flexible and efficient framework for detecting geometric features, including systematic characterizations for such features, a ur/-thresholding technique,
and two filtration rules. After detecting features in input meshes, our overlay algorithm matches the features before overlaying the rest of the meshes, which improves
the reliability of mesh overlay and the accuracy of data transfer between meshes. We
presented experimental results using the implementation of our overlay algorithm
fortified with feature matching and demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness
of our techniques for complex geometries.
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